Employing the spinorial approach to the structure of hyperheavens, we integrate completely the Killing vector equations for plane (case I) hyperheavens, reducing them to one master equation of an extremely plausible form. (In this process, optimally simple gauges are demonstrated for each Petrov type.) The mechanism of generating Ernst potentials by Killing vectors is then investigated, and explicit forms are given. Also, some interesting preliminary study of Killing spinors of type D (O,k) in heavens is presented.
INTRODUCTION
This is a paper in the series on the structure of hyperheavens (HH spaces)-left-degenerate solutions of the complex Einstein equations, in vacuum or with the cosmological constant or an electromagnetic field properly aligned with the complex gravity-initiated by PiebaI1ski and Robinson. t The principal reason for our interest in these solutions is that their real slices describe, among other things, all algebraically degenerate real-valued solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations. It is therefore of interest to investigate the roots of the possible symmetries of these real solutions, still on the level of the complex-valued theory, where general regularities are more easily noticed and effectively treated. Moreover, we know 2 that in the case of (complex) heavenly manifolds-H spaces-all the Killing equations can be effectively integrated, reducing problems of determinations of symmetries to the study of one Single master equation.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case of plane hyperheavens (those with zero expansion, called case I in Ref. 1) , and show that the earlier work on Killing vectors in heavens 2 can be extended to these plane hyperheavens (and, therefore, to certain real spacetimes). The spinorial techniques introduced by Boyer and Plebanski 3 and developed by Finley and Plebanski 4 are used throughout since they permit considerable Simplifications for the effective integration of the equations, relative to the techniques used in heavens, 2 To illustrate this, we also include the spinorial derivation of the master Killing equation for heavens in the present condensed notation, as a special case of the more general problem considered here. Working with these spino rial techniques, however, it is most useful to examine carefully the role of the group of automorphisms of the tetrad (and therefore the metric) in the description of the results derived. We will point out here in detail how this group, first a)Work supported in part by the Fomento Educacional, A. C.
Mexico 5, D. F., MexiCO, and by the Centro de Investigacion y de Estudios Avanzados del Instituto Politecnico Nacional, Mexico 14, D. F., Mexico. b)On leave of absence from the University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland. mentioned in Ref. 1, can be used to Simplify greatly the constraints on the parameters involved in the final equations, depending upon the specific (complex) Petrov type in question.
We recall that the existence of a Killing (vector) structure in a space allows one to formulate a (complex) Ernst potentia1 5 which may be used as a means not only of describing the geometric structures of the space itself, but also as a starting point for certain generalizations to more complicated spaces as welL 6 
THE MASTER KILLING VECTOR EQUATION
We are concerned with Killing vectors as well as Killing spinors, all in a coordinate system adapted to a spino rial form. It is therefore most convenient to look at the equations that determine a (conformal) Killing vector [K(,,;,) =xg"vl in a spinorial formalism. We denote the Killing I-form by an (equivalent) Dd, ~) spinor,
where gAB is the usual mapping from I-form to Dd, ~) spinors. 8 Killing's equations may then be written as the nine equations 
where e must satisfy the (plane) hyperheavenly We will also need the (spinorial) expressions for the connections and the components of the conformal curvature tensor:
where O&=%pj, and.ErA=oH/oqA. (notice also that OA and t5 == a/aqj, + QABa A form a dual basis for the tangent space.) We JISO cOl!1monly write r AB "" rABCe c .
In the case where F and N A may be chosen to vanish, this becomes a heavenly space (left-flat).
Having given enough notation and background to be able to proceed, we will now state the results which specify when a given plane hyperheaven will admit any (homothetic) Killing vectors, and then exhibit explicitly the Ernst potentials associated with any allowed ordinary Killing vector (Xo = 0). We will give the complete derivation in the following section, We find that a plane hyperheaven admits a Killing vector, K, if and only if the key function 9, which generates the metric, satisfies the following plausible equation for its Lie derivative, (2.8) where P is a third-order polynomial in the pA variables with coefficients which are arbitrary functions of q 8, Given an ordinary Killing vector we may then formulate an Ernst potential which is a very useful object, not only as a potential for the description of the given geometry, but especially as a tool to use the transformations of the Kinnersley group6 to discover generalizations of these plane hyperheavens. Reserving the proofs for Sec. 3, we may here say that for plane hyperheavens which are not left-flat, the most general Ernst potentials are of the form
while if the space is left-flat, 00 need not be zero and we have
where the indicated v and T are functions of q t only. 4) which says that (3.9) where. the "0 that enters must be a constant.sinc.e ~22
and in both cases
T= [G'O(PAO A -3) + I5 A o A ]e + ~(I5A, B + tl5 A FB)PlP B (2.13)
DERIVATION OF THE MASTER EQUATION
E AB_ilC4kB)-0 n 2 ~ ,A II - ' -, " 1\ '" (Y 0 = U A'Z ,(3.kA =-OI oPi.+ 15 l,(3.aAT=(~po-2xo)2l[(PsaS-3)e]+hopA+tA,
=5J.K
A =yo. At this point, we note that iJ j i\')·4=5
A a A , We also know Q I 2 in terms of OAJ(A; in particular, the equation is -iJ AJ(A = h + 4Xo, which gives us where n = N B , lJ. This tells us of the existence of some scalar ~ such that Eqs. (2. llb) are determined.
We also note that, for plane hyperheavens with 0'0 = 0, the transformation equations for 0 A and EA are easily determined to be 
KILLING SPINORS
We are here interested in Killing spinors of type
. '. For Simplicity most of the discussion will be restricted to left-flat spaces where it is easier to see the relevant structures. We note that such a Killing spinor, 
The determining equations (4.1) may then be written as the set of 21< + 2 equations
We note that the first of thei:/e equations merely insists that L (0) is independent of pA so that there are plenty of solutions, If we pick L(Q) as a-sol}le specific function of q li-the next equation is then ko TL (tl = -~a' T, determining
where b is some new function of q B only.
We now note that the existence of a complete solution starting with a given choice of such an a and b is guaranteed: Given a particular sequence up to and including L (j), for some j;? 1, ttJ.e condition for the existence of L U+1l is seep to be 0 ~ TL (il = O. But tl)is is just the vanishing of (5T ofL(j) 
Therefore, the existence of L (j+!) is assured. Moreover, the last equation is just 5T L(2k) = 0, but the above argument tells us that q j{l TL (2k);= O. Therefore, there exists ,V such that 0 =5 TL (2k) = 0 TN, which gives us a final constraint on the manifold in the form of N = f(q A), where N is clearly dependent on 27< -1 previously determined functions of q a only-"constants of the integration procedure, "-and the key function 8. It is quite interesting that, in the process of determining N, we discover a hierarchy of key functions associated with 8, and determined by it via the heavenly equation and its various prolongations. This hierarchy was first discovered by Boyer and Plebanski. 3 Here we will give a brief review of the relevant notation and explain how it enters into the calculation of our Killing spinors. We start with the function 8 itself which, via Eqs. (2.6), determines the existence of A, a "first integral of the heavenly equation. By introducing some labels we can easily write the entire sequence in a c;ompact form. We define \1 u » Q=2,3,"', and \{I(j/' j=-~,+ tL···:
Then we find that for Q = 2m or 2m + 1, respectively,
Next we note the fact that is especially important to us about this hierarchy of new spinors. It is checked by straightforward but tedious calculation that the new spinors are related to the old ones in a very simple hierarchical structure,
Then, noting that the integrations for L (O) and L(ll already perfC?rmed were beginning to introduce polynomials in pA, we define a sequence of functions of q B only, 'a, a(ll",b, ... , i=0,1,2,3, ... , and, thereby, some special polynomials
with P-m'" 0, m = 1, 2, 3,···.
We may then easily derive the following useful recursion relations: 
Using Eq. (4.3) with Q = 4, we have
or, using our recursion relations, Continuing in this way we acquire the general form
where [Q/2] means the greatest integer in Q/2 and M "" 2:/.1 mi' This is the form which is given naturally by the method of solving the equations with qi.. and pB as th~ independent variables. However, the pI! are just 'l'?t /2). Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. (4. 16) in the simpler form, (4.17)
Next, we recall that the last of Eqs. (4.3) says that t)AL (2k) = 0, In the formulation given above, this constraint can be rewritten to simply say that 
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here show a rather amazing feature of the symmetries of plane hyperheavens. Their description is simpler than the corresponding description of pure heavens since the troublesome constant Go (from heavens) vanishes in hyperheavens, thereby eliminating the necessity of introducing the higher key function A. The Simple, succinct form of the master equation in plane hyperheavens makes it clear that an explicit derivation of the function e corresponding to a spacetime with any particular set of desired symmetries should not be particularly difficult, It is therefore clear that the results of this paper, among other things, can be considered as the key to the study of all those generalized Robinson-Trautman solutions which are plane from both Sides-therefore, nontwisting and nonexpanding-but with these two sides not necessarily being complex conjugates of each other.
Also we have found explicit forms for master equations determining the existence of D(O, k) Killing spinors in left-flat spaces, as well as explicit forms for all the components. These equations needed the introduction of a hierarchy of key functions-a sequence of "higher integrals" of the heavenly equation-and an associated hierarchy of spinors which allow us to represent con- cis ely the components of our Killing spinors, The geometrical meaning of an arbitrary Killing spinor is still unclear, as is the full meaning of the process of prolongation of the differential structure of a spacetime. We have surely shown, however, that the two are closely connected, which we hope will assist in the better understanding of both.
We have not attempted here to discuss applications of this formalism to any particular case. For pure heavens several interesting examples were already given in Ref. 2 , Similar procedures can easily be done for these plane hyperheavens; however, these will be published later in a separate study.
